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CHAPTER1
PRIME FOCUS FEEDS - A REVIEW
I.I INTRODUCTION
Receiving station atennas for use in the 12-14 ghz. band direct
television satellite broadcast service are envisoned to use small para-
boloidal reflectors illuminated by a simple prime focus feed for economical
reasons. Although simplicity and cost are dominating factors the required
prime focus feed paraboloidal antenna system is required to have a
relatlvely high level of performance as regards low sidelobe levels,
low cross-polarization, and high aperture illumination efficiency.
Typical performance features are first and second sidelobes below -30
dB. with the remaining sidelobes below -40 dB., aperture illumination
efficiency of 65% to 70%, cross-polarization below -30 dB. for
frequency re-use applications, a bandwidth of 5% and an input VSWR
of 1.5 or less. The last requirement, an input VSWR of less than
1.5, can be readily met by using well known matching techniques since
the bandwidth of operation is only 5%. The requiremeDt of low sidelobes
can be met by using a sufficiently large amount of edgc taper in the
aperture illumination but at the expense of reduced aperture illumina-
tion efficiency. In theory sidelobesbelow -30 dB. and an aperture
efficiency as high as 80% is realizable but not necessarily by any
presently known simple feed structure. For example, with an aperture
illumination function 1/7 + 6/7 (l-r2) 2 where r is the normalized
aperture radius the aperture efficiency is 71% and the largest sidelobe
is -33.22 dB. below the main lobe peak (Kouznetsov, 1978). If a parti-
cular feed is chosen it will have its own characteristic radiation
1
pattern and when a paraboloid with the correct f/D (focal length/
diameter) is chosen so as to meet the sidelobe specification there
is no control over the aperture efficiency that can be obtained.
Y_w cross-polarization is obtained from feeds that have rotation-
ally symmetric radiation patterns, which implies equal E- and H-plane
patterns. Feeds with rotationally symmetric patterns yield higher
aperture efficiencies since the amount of tapar in the illmalnation
that is required for a given sidel_e level is the same in all pl ._s.
A feed with an unsylmetric pattern generally leads to more tapering
than desired in one plane in order to achieve the required si_elobe
level in the plane with the least amount of taper. Feeds that will
result in secondary patterns with sidelobes below -30 dB. usually pro-
_uce an illumination edge taper of -15 dB. to -20 dB. and as a result
exhibit very little spill over loss. A feed that produces very little
cross-polarized radiation also leads to increased efficiency since
there is less unwanted radiation in the polarization not used.
1.2 PRIME FOCUS FEEDS
Two basic approaches have been used to design feeds with rotationally
symmetric radiation patterns. One approach is based on exciting the
correct mixture of TEIm and TMIm modes in a circular waveguide, conical
horn, or coaxial waveguide structure while the other is based on the
use of a corrugated waveguide or horn that will support a dcainant HEll
hybrid mode that radiat,,s a rotationally symmetric pattern. Feeds based
on both design principles have been considered by various authors and a
_:. reasonably complete review is given in a recent paper (Clarricoats and
Poulton, 1977).
Figure i.i illustrates several feed configurations that can yield a
cross-polarization of order -30 dB. or less. The corrugated horn, first
introduced by Kay (Kay, 1964), in Fig. l.la normally produces a bea_ that
is too directive for a paraboloid with an angular aperture greater than
130 °. Wood reports that R. W. Ashton found a cross-polarizatlon ra_ging
from -30 dB. to -50 riB. for a 2.5" corrugated horn as the aperture
diameter was varied fr_ 1.5 to I0 wavelengths (Wood, 1980). For the
90 ° corruqated horn shown in Fig. l.lc Hockham fo_ that the peak
cross-polarization level was around -26 dB. (Sockham, 1976). The mea-
sured on axis cross-polarization was -32 dB. The 90 ° corrugated horn
has also been examined by James (James, 1977). It was found that
using only a flange of radius 1.7 cm. on a circular guide of radius
1.34 cm. a cross-polarized radiation level of-26 to -29 dB. over the
band 7.5 to 11.5 ghz. could be achieved. With the addition of I slot
the cross-polarization was -25 to -26 dB. and with 3 slots it was
-26 dB. to -28 dB. over the same band. The advantage of corrugated
structures is the relatively large bandwidth but the cost is a rather
heavy feed that is difficult to construct. The dual mode horn of
Potter (Potter, 1963) shown in Fig. l.ld and its variation shown in
rig. l.le and due to Satoh (Satoh, 1972) can produce ver_ low cross-
polarization over a bandwidth of a few percent when the step at the
throat or the dielectric insert is properly adjusted to produce the
optim_ ratio (moding ratio) of the TEll and TMII modes in the apertttre.
The horn is excited by the TEll mode in the input waweguide while the
TMII mode is excited _rasitically by the discontinuity.
(a) Corrugated horn
(c) Corrugated 90 ° horn
(b) Corrugated waveguide
(d) Dual mode horn of Potter
(e) Dual mode horn of Satoh.
!_ _ I.-311L
(f) Coaxial feed due to Koch.
(g) Coaxial feeds studie_d by
Scheffer.
(h) Coaxial feed
studied by Kumar.
(i) Alternative
feed due to
Kumar.
Figure I.i - Low cross-polarization feeds.
For paraboloids with large angular apertures the horns are too
directive and the coaxial waveguide feeds shownin Fig's. l.lf- are
more suitable. The feed in Fig. l.lf is relatively complex and is
described by Koch (Koch, 1973) and can yield a high aperture efficiency
as well as low cross-polarization (-35 dB. or better). The feeds in
Fig's. l.lg and l.lh have been studied by Scheffer and also by Kumar
(Scheffer, 1975; Kumar, 1978). In an experimentally optimized two coaxial
waveguide feed kumar reported a cross-polarization of -30 dB. to -31 dB.
over a band from 8 to 9 ghz. This feed has the configuration shown in
Fig. i. lh and would be a multi-mode feed because of the excitation of
many modes in the aperture. The feed sho_..1 in Fig. l.lh is also due to
Kumar and has a comparable performance (Kumar, 1976).
It is worth mentioning that a circular waveguide operated with the
TEl1 mode close to cutoff (diameter equal to 0.7 lo ) has a low cross-
polarization. Wood states that cross-polarization of -48 dB. is predicted
using the approximate E and H aperture field method to compute the radia-
tion pattern (Wood, 1980, p. Ii0). The cross-polarization level was
computed for a TEll mode in a circular waveguide with a radius of 0.36
k and found to have a cross-polarization peak of -40 dB. at 8 = 45"
o
and a second peak of -32 dB. at 8 = 90 ° (see Figure C3). The computa-
tion was based on the E-H aperture field m_.-thod. Although approximate
methods for calculating the co-polarized patterns may be quite accurate
these methods usual :_il to give good results for the cross-polarized
pattern which depends on the difference in the E- and H-plane patterns
and hence show large errors for small errors in the principle plane
patterns.
6Whenthe exact solutions for the radiation from the TEll circular wave-
guide mode, (as given by Weinstein) is used the predicted peak cross-
polarization level varies from -22.5 dB. to-30 dB. as the diameter varies
from 0.64_ to I.IA according to J_mes and Greene (James and Greene,
o o
1978). For a dipole excited circular waveguide it has been found
that the cross-polarization was dependent on the length of the guide
long and a 0.7
also (Hansen and Shafai, 1977). With a waveguide 2A ° o
diameter the cross-polarization was computed numerically to have one
peak of -37 dB. and a second peak of -33 dB. at 8 = 90". With a 3A
o
long guide the cross-polarization was about 3 dB. higher. It was also
noted that the cross-polarization was dependent on the wall thickness.
It is thus apparent that a number of factors enter in that can result
in the cross-polarization for an actual feed to differ from that computed
theoretically for an idealized model.
Although t_he circular waveguide excited by the TEll mode can yield
low cross-polarization the radiation pattern is very broad so this feed
is useful only for paraboloids with a large angular aperture approaching
180".
1.3 OVERVIEW
The reported experimental results for the coaxial waweguide feeds
were deemed to be sufficiently attractive to warrant carrying out a
complete analytical study to fully assess the merits of such feeds and
to obtain design information. The feed chosen for detailed analysis
is the "long-cup" coaxial dual-mode feed shown in Fig. 1.2a. The para-
meters were restricted such that in the input guide and coaxial section
only the TEll mode p, opagated while in the output guide both the TEll
and TMII mode could propagate. An exact analytical solution for this
rfeed was obtained and from this optimum design data and perfo_-q_ance was
derived. A spot frequency cross-polarization as low as -58 dB. was
predicted along with a bandwidth of around 5% for cross-polarization
below -30 dB. Experimental results are also reported that shows that
a feed of this type when used with a suitable paraboloidal reflector
will have sidelobes below -30 dB. and a secondary radiation pattern
with a cross-polarization below -30 dB., including the effects of
scatter from the support rods, aperture blocking, etc.
Some experimental work was also done on the "short-cup" coaxial
feed in Fig. 1.2b and the results obtained are in accord with those
reported by Kumar. It would be desirable to carry out a complete
analytical study of the short-cup feed also since it was found to have
a greater bandwidth of operation (from 10% to 15%).
It was found that a cross-polarization level of -30 dB. or somewhat
better could De measured for the feeds studied without any unusual
precautions being taken. However, the experimental set-up was not
adequate to verify that the cross-polarization could be as low as
-50 dB. In a practical feed and measurement set up a number of factors
enter in, such as finite feed length, finite wall thickness, less than
perfect circular symmetry, scatter from the feed support, etc. that
limits the minimum cross-polarization level that can be achieved and
measured. Nevertheless the results obtained verify that simple coaxial
feeds can be built to give cross-polarization below -30 dB. without
any difficulty.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2 (a) Long-cup or dual-mode coaxial feed,
(b) Short-cup or multi-mode coaxial feed.
1.4 RADIATION FROM pARABOLQIDA5 R_PLECTOR
In this section the formulas that are used later on to evaluate
the radiation pattern and the cross-polarization properties of a para-
boloidal reflector are presented.
One procedure for calculating the far zone radiation field from
a reflector antenna such as a paraboloid is based on the use of geo-
metrical ray optics to obtain an approximation to the aperture field
produced by the reflection of the field from the feed by the reflec-
tor.
Another approach is based on calculating the radiation field An
terms of the currents induced on the refleutor surface (Silver, 1949).
method the reflector is hreated as an infinite flat plate at each point
-_ -k -k -b
so that locally the induced current is given by J = 2nxH. where nS InC
is a unit normal to the reflector surface and Hinc is the incident
In this
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magnetic field from the feed as in Fig. 1.3. When the reflector is
in the far zone of the feed H. = Y s. × E. where s. is a unit
Inc o 1 Inc 1
vector along the incident ray.
inc
0 +
a
r
Figure 1.3 - Induced current on reflector surface
Hence we can write
= x = 2Y [(n s i (n si)Ein c]Js(r') 2n x (Yo si Einc) o " Einc) - " (1.1)
The radiation field may be found from the general expression
given below
-3kor
E(r) =-JkoZ ° 4_r
f
J
S
. -,. .. -,.-,. jk ; .;'
[Js(r') - ar-Js(r')_r]e o r ds'
where the integration is over the surface of the reflector and J
s
is given by(l.l). It is generally felt that the induced current
method is more accurate than the aperture field method since it
involves one less geometrical optics approximation, i.e., the ray
tracing of the field from the reflector surface to the aperture
surface. In many instances, such as for large par_Poloids, the
(1.2)
10
induced current method agrees closely w_th the fields calculated
using the aperture field method.
Cross-Polarization In Paraboloidal Antenna
With regard to cross polarization there are several definitions of cross
polarlzed radiation that can be adopted. Thzee definitions are discussed
by Ludwig (Ludwig, 1973). For paraboloidal antennas the most useful definition
is Lu_ig"s definition No. 3. This definition is bemed on the followlngmea-
suzement method. A linearly polarised horn antenna is used for receiving
and oriented for maximum reception on the bore sight axis of the paxaboloid
antenna whose pattern is being measured. It is assu_ed that the paraboloid
antenna rddiates a linearly polarized field on axis. Let the field radiated
by the paraboloid antenna be E(0,%) where 0,0 are defined as in Figure 1.4.
The measured reference Polarization pattern is then given by
_(e,#] - E(o,0) • [sins a e + cosS a 0] (1.3)
where B is the polarization angle of t_e receiving horn. To measure the
cross polarized pattern for the same pattern cut (same value of t) the
horn is rotated by 90 °, i.e., B is increased by 90". The _easured cross
p_larization pattern is then given by
C(0,_) - E(0,%) • [cosB a e - sinB a 0] (1.4)
If the transmitted field is along the y axis in the bo:e sight direction
then for a pattern cut at angle _ the values of _ is _ for the reference
polarization and _ ± w/2 for the cross polarization pattern since rotation
of the paraboloid about its axis by an angle_ will require a similar
rotation of the receiving horn and such a rotation is necessary to obtain
a pattern cut at the angle _.
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Receiving horn moves on great
circle in # = constant plane
for pattern cut at angle'#.
6 is varied to obtain pattern.
Figure I._ - Z_lustration of pattern measurement procedure. In
practice, receiving horn is fixed and paraboloid
antenna is rotated.
For a linearly polarized paraboloid antenna with a field alon9 the
y axis for e = 0, # - 0, we have B - # or # IW/2, so that
R(e,@) - z(e,@} • [sin@ ae ÷ cos@ a@] (l.5a)
•4. -e -b
C16,01 - riO,C] • Icos_ '_0 " slnt a0] (l.5b)
,,e
These relations sho_ that if E has the form
then
E% cos¢ - £# sine (1.6)
C(e,¢) = Ee cos¢ - E¢ sine -
and there is zero cross polarization.
0
12
t_ (._,,t_. _?_F :9
A feed with equal E and H plane amplitude and phase patterns and
satisfying the relationil.b)has zero cross polarization. Such a feed
when used to illuminate a paraboloid results in an antenna vith very
smell cross polarization as will be shown below.
Coaxial feeds oxvitt.d by a mixtur,, of TEem and TMlm modes produce a
feed primary pattern of the form
-}k r'
o
Ef(0',O',r') _ r' [e0,10')sln¢ ao, + eO,10')cos0' a¢, ] 11.7)
where ro,(O') a.d t,¢,
used.
(0') de_,ond on the _rticular feed and excitation
In rectangular coordinates this field is given by
-Jkor
_f . er [;x(eo cose cos¢ sln@ - e¢ sin¢ cole)
+ a
Y (,eco;O sin2¢ ÷ .¢ cos2O) - _z tO sine lint] (i.8)
[....
i
I
i
Now assume that st e = 0 the field is polarized along y, then , e - , t
at e - O. In the O - 0 plane or N-plane the feed pattern is proportional
to aye¢ - e@ sO while in the ¢ - _/2 or E-plane the pattern is propor-
tional to ;y e6 Cole - ;Z *e line - e e ;e" The Z and H-plane patterns will
be equal i{ e e(e) - e t (e) for all values of e. The cross polarized pattern
as given by tl.',h_will then also be sere for ell values of e and $ .
i
11
I
13
With reference to Figure 1.5 the unit normal n to the paraboloid
.. ...
a cos _ * ae, s_n _- .
• i
x,x _, = _¢
-¢,
iS given by
Y
Figure 1.5 Coordinates used to describe fields •ssoci•ted with
s p•r•boloid •ntenn•.
The incident magnetic field on the paraboloid is Hf - Y •o P
-k
x Zf where
_f is given by (L7)but in terms of the variables 6', ¢', 0, i.e.
-Jko_
e
Ef = [ee,(e,) sin¢' •8' + e¢,(.') cos¢' e#, ]
O_ the parabolo_
2e'
surface 0 = 2f/(1 + coeS') - f sec If each
portion of the paraboloid is treated as I fllt reflecting surf•ce then
the surface currents produced on the _r_x_loid ere given by
Js = 2 n . Hf - 2¥o n. (•0 x El)
I
-JkoO
2e [cos 6'
0
_ e t
(ee, sine' ae, + _¢, cos¢' •¢.) + sin _ oe. sine' •0]
(Z.9)
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In terms of these currents the radiated electric field is given by
-JkoZo kor r " • r'_ -J _ _ _ _ _ _ 3koa r
E(r) = 4_r • J [J(r') - a • J(r')a ]e dSS r r
where r' is the posit/on vector to a point on the paraboloid. By using
(1.9) in (I.10) and carrying out the integration over t we obtain
-Jkor 8
Jkof • I o _
[(ee, + e t )Oolv 1) (a0 cose sin% + a# cost)r 0 '
-(ee, - et,)J2(Vl)(a 8 cose sint -a t cos_)- 2jJl(Vl)e 8, mine sinttan _ • 8]
-3v2 e '
[e tan _ ] de' (I.ii)
where v_ = 2k f sine tan --
o 21
v 2 = 2k fO I+ cose'
i+ cos9 cos@'
J - Bessel function of order n
n
and 28 is the angular aperture of the paraboloid with focal length f.
o
In the aperture field method the reflected field at the aperture
surface is first found from the relation
s - + 2 n • n
r
(1.12)
This field then is assumed to propagate as a plane wave to the aperture
surface which will be taken as the z = 0 plane. The total path length
LJ
is 2f and hence we find that the x and y components of the aperture field
are
-j2k f
o
Ea - --_ [a x(e_,-e O,)sin_'- cos _' • _y ee, cos2¢ '
*;y ee, s£n2_ ' ] (1.13)
In terms of the aperture electric field alone, the radiated electric
field is given by
Jkof e'Jkor-2jko f leo
E(r') = r 0 )O (vl) (aeSin_ + a# cose cos#)
• -(ee,-e_,)J2(v 1) (a e sin_ - cose cos_)] tan _ de' (1.14)
If the radiated field is determined in terms of the tangential
magnetic field alone on the aperture surface then it is found that
E(r) -
-3kor-2jkof e
Jkof e [ o
r J0 [(ee'+e0')J°(Vl) (ae cose sine
•4, ,4, .@ _e
+a# cos#) - (ee,-e_,)O2(v 1) (a_ cose sin¢ - at cos_) tan _ de'
(i.15)
If s formulation in terms of both electric and magnetic fields on the
aperture surface is used the result is the average of (1.14) and (1.15).
This latter formulation is commonly used.
&
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In the region close to the axis i.e., 8 small, the use of the
approximation cos8 = 1 makes v2 in (I.II) equal to 2k f. With this
O
approximation ([.ll) and (1.15) will aqree with the exception of the small
term involving Jl(Vl) in (i. II). This latter term vanishes at 8 = 0
and remains small since it is multiplied by sin8. It is due to the z
component of current on the paraboloid.
The difference in the phase function in the surface current formula-
tion and that in the aperture field method is due to the dLfference An
path lengths as shown in Figure 1.6. In the aperture field method propa-
gation from the paraboloid surface to the aperture surface As along a
path parallel to the z axis in accordance with the geometrical optics
theory that is used to determine the aperture field. The difference in
(l-cose)cose'
phase between the two me".hods is 2kof - v 2 - 2kof 1 + cose' "
For a paraboloid with f = 18_ and e - I0 ° this phase difference varies
o
from 0.547. at e' . o- to 0.3657 at 8' = 60 e or a total variation of
0.18. (32.4 °) over the aperture. This amount of phase variatlon _uld
not be expected to produce a significant change in the radiated pattern
in the region e < I0 °.
PI
P3
z
Figure 1.6-Path lengths 0PIP 2 for aperture field method and 0PIP 3
for surface current method of computing radiation from
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All of the above formulas show that low cross polarization As
achieved by making e8, - e_, . As long as cos8 can be approximated
by unity the radiated electric field will then satisfy the relation-
ship given by (1.6)provided the muall term involving Jl(Vl) An the ex-
pression for E e in 41.11) is neglected. This approximation will M_ good
for values of e up to at least 10 ° where cos0 - 0.985 and hence the
cross polarization wall be mutll over the region of interest for para-
boloids with diameters exceeding 50 wavelengths. It is thus concluded
that the desirable feed pattern should be of the form given by (1.7).
This type of feed pattern also leads to mall polarization loss An a
• para_oloid antenna (Ludwig, 1965). The objective in coaxial waveguide feed
design is to excite the proper combination of TEll, TMll and TEl2 modes
in the aperture of _he feed so as to obtain a pattern of the desired
form as given by (1.7). The paraboloid sidelobe level As determined by the
a_plitude taper over the paraboloid and this is directly related to the
directivity of the feed pattern.
With reference to (I.ii) At is seen that the dominant part of the
radiated field comes from the terms multiplied by Jo(Vl). The radiated field
can be resolved as components along the unit vectors a I = [aesin# +
_ cos_) and a 2 - (aecos_ - a_sin_) which define the co-polarized
and cross-polarized fields. It io then found that the co-polarized
pattern in the $ - _/4 plane is given by
8
Jk°f "jk°r I oEco =--r e [ee, + e_,)Jo ( cose+12 ) - (ee'-e_')J2 ( cos8-12
0
e, [e-jV2 o'
- J J1 e8' sinetan _ ] tan _ ]d%'
(i. 16)
18
The term multiplied by J is the contribution from the co-pola=ized feed
o
pattern, the term multiplied by J2 comes from the feed cross-polarized
pattern, and the last term multiplied by JlSin% comes from the z component
of the induced current on the reflector.
The cross-po.arized pattern is given by
%
Jk°f -jk°r [ os -- e
Ecross r 0 [(ee,+e_,)Jo(COse-1) sin_cos_
e, -Jr2 e'
--(ee,-e$,)J2(cose+l)sin_cos#- 2JJlee, sinesin#cos$tan _ [e tan_ ]dS'
(1.17)
The three terms contributing to the cross-polarized field consist of a
contribution from the feed co-polarized pattern (term with J factor)
o
caused by reflector depolarization, a contribution from the feed cross u
polarized pattern, and a contribution from the z camponent of the induced
"current. Usually the amount of depolarization caused by the reflector
is small. Note that the cross-polarized field is zero in the principal
planes and is a maximum in the 45" planes.
Significant cross-polarization will occur only when ee, # e$,.
For example consider the x-directed dipole field shown in Figure 1.6a.
Apart from irrelevant constants the feed pattern is given by
-Jk0r _0Ef = _ [_e cose cos$- sin¢]
-Jkor
e
r
[(cosecos2$ + sin2$)
-Jkor
+e 1 • 4, -4,
sin2e(cose-z) (aesin t + a#cosO)]
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The second factor is the cross-polarlzed field and since e can
be as large as the half°angular width of the dish the dish il-
lumination has a significant cross-polarized component over the
outer regions. At e - 45" the cross-polarized field is only 15 dB.
below the co-polarized component. Thus a dipole feed does not
give a low-cross polarization when used to ilimainate a par_>oloid.
z
x
2a
i i
E
2a
(a) (b)
i
J
Figure 1.7 Elementary Feeds, (a) dipole, (b) Huygen's source,
A Huygen's source is a small patch of a plane electromagnetic
wave as shown in Figure 1.7. If the radiation :from this patch is
calculated using both the electric and magnetic fields At is found
that
_f = e--'Jkor (l+c°se)fx [;e cos# - _# sin#]
r
san k a sin k a
where f is the pattern function x y with
x ka ka
x y
kx - k0 sine cos¢, ky
cross pclarlzatlon.
= k 0 sine sin#. This feed pattern has no
• .,..
2O
OF _-___
If the radiation from the Huygen's source is calculated using
only the electric field or only the magnetic field then it is
found that the feed pattern is proportional to a e cos% - % cosB sine
and +a8 cosB cos¢ - -_a¢ sine respectively. These patterns have the
same level of cross-polarization as the dipole fee_ does £o _epending
on the point of view the Huygen's source can be considered to
either have no cross-polarization or to have the same cross-polarization
as a dipole.
Aperture Efficiency
By using (I.II) the radiated field on the z axis is readily found
by setting @ = O, thus
8
jk f -jk°r-j2k°f I o [e0 e¢ O'
-+ _ -_" 0 "
E(r) = a e ,(8') + ,(8')] tan _ dS'
y r
0
The radiated power _er unit solid angle is 1/2 Y r21E[ 2
o
Let P be the total I_wer radiated from the aperture. If the aperture
a
illumination was uniform the aperture electric field would be
E = (2Z P /ha 2) 1/2
a o a
where a is the aperture radius. With uniform illumination the radiated
power per unit solid angle on the z axis would be
k k 2 _a 2
2 2 o
! y r 2 ( _ _a E ) - P
2 o 2_r a 472 a
The aperture efficiency qA is given by
!
21
:.4 ,j.'_,; . _ ._
_ r2 2i _ i_i2 _2 _ r I_I2
2 o o o
qA = k 2 2 = 2
_a P /4_ 2 2 _a P
o a a
L
The total power radiated from the aperture equals the incident power
from the feed that is intercepted by the aperture, thus
2_ 8
.;; oP = 2Yo [lee '12 sin2¢' ÷ le, '12 c°s2#' ] sine' de' dO'
a 0 0
0
ItY io_ o _1%,12+
2 0 le@,l 2 ] sine' de'
Hence
4 f2
nA =
[0° _ de' 2
JO (ee' + e_,) tan
8
I'°flee,l2 + lee,l2 ]sinO' de'
0
(1.18)
For a feed with a very low cross-polarization ee, % e#,
e
iso 081t_ 2 0 eo' tan _ dO'
nA =
I"_. a o
0 leO,J2 sine'de'
and then
(i.19)
The definition used here for the aperture efficiency includes cross-
polarization loss, phase error loss, and cross-polarization, i.e.,
_A can be factored into the product qp, n i, and qx as defined by
Thomas (Thomas, 1971).
_]e gain of the antenna can be expressed as
22
47 2
G - 12 _A Ks _f _a (1.20)
O
where M s is the spillover efficiency and nf is the feed efficiency
that accounts for feed losses. For a large edge taper of order
-20 dB. the spillover efficiency is close to unity.
CHAPTER2
_IE LONG-CUP DUAL-MODE COAXIAL FEED
In this chapter the results of the analytical and experimental
investigation of the dual-mode coaxial feed are presented. Section 2.1
outlines the analytical procedure followed, gec. 2.2 presents numerical
results for the scattering matrix parameters. The following sections give
results for the optimum feed parameters, typical feed radiation patterns,
and the frequency sensitivity of the cross-polarization, phase error,
and input reflection coefficient. The experimentally measured patterns
for a typical feed are given in Sec. 2.7 while Sec. 2.8 gives measured
patterns for a 1.22m paraboloid with f/D = 0.33 when illuminated with
this feed.
2.1 OUTLINE OF ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
The long-cup dual-mode coaxial feed is shown in Fig. 2.1. The wave-
guide dimensions a and b were chosen so that only the TEll mode would
propagate in regions 1 and 3 and only the TEll and TMII modes would
propagate in region 2. The length T is chosen long enough so that the
only modes incident at the aperture are the TEll and TMII modes - hence
this is a dual-mode feed. The parameter S is adjusted to obtain the
optimum moding ratio and T is adjusted to obtain the correct phase rela-
tionship between the TEll and TMII modes at the aperture. The two para-
meters are inter-related. The steps followed in analyzing this feed and
opuimiz_ng its parameters were as follows:
23
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(i) The scattering matrix parameters for the inner junction, which
is that of a bifurcated circular waveguide, were found using the
residue calculus method.
(2) The TEll and TMII mode reflection coefficients and the TEll to
TMII mode coupling coefficient at the aperture was determined using
Weinstein's solution for radiation from a circular waveguide.
(3) The TEll and TMII mode radiation patterns were computed using
the solution given by Weinstein. The ratio of the incident TMII mode
to TEll mode amplitudes was varied until the minimum cross-polarization
in the combined radiation pattern was obtained. This prpvided the
optimum moding ratio as a function of the waveguide radius b.
_ SL_ T
1
• |
Internal bifurcation junction
Figure 2.1 Dual-mode coaxial feed.
(4) By using the scattering matrices for the internal junction and
the aperture the ratio of the TEll to TMII incident mode a_plitudes at
the aperture was computed with a unit amplitude TEll mode incident in
the input waveguide. A c,_mputer optimization procedure was then used
to find the values of S and T for given radii a and b so as to obtain
the optimum moding ratio found in Step 3.
25
2.2 SCATTERINGMATRIXFOR INTERNAL BIFURCATION
The scattering matrix parameters S.. have been determined for the
ij
internal bifurcation junction shown in Fig. 2.1 by the residue calculus
method. The analytical solution is outlined in Appendix A. The only
propagating modes are the TEll modes in regions 1 and 3 and the TEll
and TMII modes in region 2 so the junction is a fou::-port network.
The subscripts refer to the modes in the various regions according to
the following scheme:
S.. , i = ],2,3,4; j = 1,2,3,4
13
Subscript 1 corresponds to TEll mode in region 1
Subscript 2 corresponds to TEll mode in region 2
Subscript 3 corresponds to TEll mode in region 3
Subscript 4 corresponds to TMII mode in region 4
The numerical values of the S.. are shown in Fig.'s 2.2a through
13
2.2j as contours in the complex plane with a and b, the waveguide radii,
as parameters. The numerical values are for a frequency of 12 ghz. and
with a and b in cm. The values for the S.. are, of course, valid at
13
any frequency for the same a/l and b/l values.
o o
When region 3 is terminated in a short circuit at a distance S to
the left of the bifurcation (see Fig. 2.1) the junction may be viewed
!
as a 3-port with scattering matrix parameters S.. given by
13
, S S
S.. = S.. i3 _3_ (2.1)
S + e J013 I]
33
where i,j = 1,2,4, and 8 = 2 831S is the total phase shift through
the short-circuited coaxial waveguide section. J
f
&i .....
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Figure 2.2i, Scattering matrix parameter S3_
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Figure 2.2], Scattering matrix par_eter S4t,
Figure 2.2,(cont.)Scattering matrix parameters for internal
bifurcation Junction.
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2.3 APERTURE SCATTERING MATRIX
When a unit amplitude TEll mode from the waveguide is incident on
the aperture with radius b in Fig. 2.1 a reflected TEll mode with
reflection coefficient FII and a scattered TMII mode of amplitude FI2
is produced. Similarly an incident TMII mode of unit amplitude produces
a reflec .ed TMII mode with amplitude F22 and a scattered TEll mode with
amplitude FI2. The aperture internal scattering matrix parametels were
found from the solution given by Weinstein (Weinstein, 1969). They may
also be obtained from the scattering parameters given by Johnson and
.v.
Moffatt' (Johnson and Moffatt, 1980). The aperture internal scattering
matrix parameters are shown :n Fig. 's 2.3a-c as a function of b in ore.
for f = 12 qhz. Note that in particular the %9411 mode reflection coeffi-
cient can be quite large for values of b close to the cutoff value for
tile TMII mode e.g. for b _ 1.6, IF22 I = 0.45. Also the TEll to TMII
mode coupling at the aperture is not negliqible. It is thus apparent
that there will be significant interaction between the internal bifur-
cation junction and the aperture and this interaction must be taken
into account in optimizing the feed parameters.
2.4 DUAL-MODE FEED RADIATION PATTERNS AND CROSS-POLARIZATION
The Weinstein solutions were used to compute the E- and H-plane
patterns as well as the co-polarized and cross-polarized radiation
patterns for pure TEll and pure TMII mode excitation as well as for
In Appendix B of this re|sort Eq. (B-18) should have a minus sign
and the denominator of Eq. (B-26) should have an additional factor Jnm"
- . L
-o._.
-e._s. _.se
..'a
-O.l_,
-O.I
Pll vs b
I°N
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Fig. 2.3a TEl I mode aperture reflection coefficient.
-- •.IS-
- 0.,4-"
i -A,..
, - ,.,z2
- ,.,,2
I"12 vs b \
O. IO O.•l O.U O.IM O. l.IB -O,
Real Part
Fig. 2.3b TEll to TMII mode coupling coefficient.
-O,_ .........
O.I O,
Y22 vs b
Real Part
Fiq. 2.3c TMII mode aperture reflection coefficient.
Figure 2.3, TEll and T_I mode aperture reflection an4 coupling coefflclemts.
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various relative am[>litude values of combined incident TEll and TMII
modes. _%e modinq ratio giving the smallest maximum cross-polarization
was found through a computer evaluation of the cross-polarization as a
function of the moding ratio. The Weinstein solution is summarized in
Appendix B.
The pure mode E- and H-plane patterns are shown in Fig.'s 2.4a-o.
For comparison the patterns were also computed with the aperture field
approximate method using the aperture electric field alone or using
both the aperture electric and magnetic fields and taking the mode
reflection coefficients into account (see Silver, 1949). The formulas
used in the latter computation are summarized in Appendix C. Although
the approximate methods give reasonably accurate patterns the accuracy
is not sufficient to predict the cross-polarization with good accuracy.
The optimum moding ratio (ratio of incident TEll mode amplitude to
incident TMII mode amplitude) for minimum cross-polarization is shown
in Fig. 2.5. The moding ratio depends on the waveguide radius b and
becomes smaller (a larger amount of the TMII mode is required) as b
becomes larger. The amplitude ratio is complex with a small positive
%
imaginary com_onent.
The total radiated field in the # = 0 plane (E-plane) and the phase
deviation from that of a spherical wave are shown in Fig.'s 2.6a-f.
Note that for polar angles such that the field is above the -20 dB. level
that the phase error is small - less than i0 °. This is the useful range
of the pattern for illuminatinq a paraboloid.
+The optimization of the feed was based on the criterion of minimum cross-
polarization over range 0 < 0 < 78 °. If the range of 8 is up to 90 ° the
minimum acbiew_ble cross-polarization is approximately 2 dB. higher.
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The co- and cross-polarized patterns in the # = 45 ° plane for the dual-
mode feed with the optimum moding ratio is shown in Fig's. 2.7a-f. The
maximum cross-polarization is very small being close to-58 dB. With
the optimum moding ratio the dual-mode feed has excellent cross-polari-
zation discrimination. Dual mode horns of the type studied by Potter
and with small flare angles and apertures should have comparable per-
formance.
For comparison purposes the radiation patterns and cross-polarization
properties of the dual-mode feed was also evaluated using the aperture
field method to evaluate the radiated field and neglecting reflection
and mode conversion at the aperture. The results of this evaluation is
summarized in Appendix C. It was found that the optimum moding ratio
when using the combined aperture electric and magnetic fields was -2.5
and the predicted cross-polarization was higher than that given by the
exact theory. The conclusion arrived at is that approximate methods of
computing the radiation from small aperture feeds will not, in general,
give good results for the cross-polarized field.
2.5 OPTIMUM FEED DIMENSIONS
By using the bifurcation junction scattering matrix and the aperture
scattering matrix parameters the resultant TEll and TMII incident mode
_mplitudes at the aperture can be found usinq conventional transmission
line theory. The moding ratio can then be computed as a function of the
parameters S and T for a given set of wavequide radii a and b. In
addition the cross-polarization level can be readily found for any given
set of parameters as well as the optimum values of S and T that gives the
smallest cross-polarization.
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T]_e ratio of the TEll to TMII
aperture is given by
incident mode amplitudes at the
_02 , -)0 0 -j02 , , -jO 2 _ -jO 1 ,• e I-S F 2e ) + (S24F22e + S 2F12 e )S14TEll (c -$24I'12 "44 2 S12
TMII ' -Jsl
($24FII e 02) le-JOl)4 -J ' JSl ' -J82 ' S'+ S 4F12 e S12 + (e -S24F12 e -$22F 1 14
(2.2)
t
where 8 1 = 821 T and @ 2 = Y21 T. The Sij depend on the parameter S as
given by (2.1).
Figures 2.8-2.10 show the minim-_-n cross-polarization it, dB. as a
function of the inner guide radius a for a given value of outer guide radius
b, and the corresponding best values for the parameters S and T Note that
unless a is above a certain minimum value the smallest cross-polarization
obtained is not as low as can be achieved, e.g. in Fig. 2.8, a must be
greater than 1.28 cm. for b = 1.6 cm. in order to obtain a cross-polari-
zation as low as -58 dB. There are two solutions for S and T shown in
the figures - the second solution being indicated by the dotted curves.
For a pair of values for a and b that yield minimum cross-polarization
the figures give the optimum values for S and T. In the figures a and b
are in cm. and the data applies for a frequency of 12 ghz. but may be
scaled for other frequencies.
In order to show the sensitivity of the cross-polarization to changes
in S and Ticontour plots of cross-polarization in the S-T plane for
various a and b va]ues were generated. These are shown in Fig's. 2.11a-
2.11Z for b = 1.6 cm., in Fig's. 2.12a-f for b = 1.7 cm. and Fig's. 2.13a-d
for b = 1.8 cm. Note that for b = 1.8 cm. the minimum cross-polarization
42
cannot be achieved without increasing a beyond 1.45 ca. which would
then allow tho TMI] mt_,, to [,ropagate in the smaller wavequide. These
fiqures also sh_ tho minimumcross-_olarization that can be obtaiued
for a qiven _air of a and b values. For example, Fiq. 2.11a shows that
with a = I ca., b = 1.6 cm. the minimum cross-_)larization is only
-32.1 dB. For optimum cross-polarization a must be increased to
around 1.3 cm. as shown in Fig.2.11e (see also Fig. 2.8}.
2.6 COAXIAL FEED PERFORMANCE - THEORETICAL
the minimum cross-polarization at a particular frequency for the
dual-mode coaxial feed was shown to be around -58dB. in the previous sec-
tion. In order for this feed to be useful for a satellite system it must
have a reasonable bandwidth. In order to obtain information on the band-
width the following quantities: maximum cross-polarization, maximum phase
error in radiation pattern, and the input reflection coefficient IS111
were evaluated as a function of the percent deviation in frequency from
the design value of 12 ghz. This data is given in Figures 2.14a through
f
14p for various optimum feeds with different a and b values. The band-
width will be chosen as the frequency band over which the cross-pola-
rization remains [_low -30dB. On this basis the bandwidth is in the
range of 4.5 to 5 percent. The curves indicate that the cross-polariza-
tion, input reflection coefficient, and phase error increase more rapidly
with frequency below the design value than for frequencies above the
design value. Over the bandwidth, as defined above, the input reflection
coefficient remains below 0.05 corres_ndlng to a VSWR of 1.1. Hence the
feed does have a very good impedance match to the input waveguide.
In these figures A and B are the waveguide radii.
are in ca.
A,B,S, and T
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The phase error (departure from a spherical phase front) in the radia-
tion pattern is also negligible, typically less than I0 ° ove_ the band.
The efficiency of the feed depends on the f/D ratio of the para-
boloid reflector it is used with. Figures 2.15a-h show the illumina-
tion efficiency, spillover efficiency, and total efficiency for various
f/D ratios as a function of the outer waveguide radius b. The data is
not applicable for b greater than 2.12 cm. at which point the TEl2 mode
begins to propagate. For these feeds the computed phase error loss and
cross-polarization loss was entirely negligible being less than 0.25%.
With an f/D ratio of 0.33 the efficiency is 57% for b = 1.6 cm. but rises
to 68% with f/D increased to 0.4. The maximum attainable efficiency is
around 78% for b = 1.85 cm. and an f/D ratio of 0.6 (see Fig. 2.15h). The
maximum efficiency arises from the competition between a rising illumina-
tion efficiency and a decreasing spillover efficiency.
The efficiency that can be realized in practice depends on how much
aperture field taper is required to obtain sidelobes of a given speci-
fied maximum value. Figures 2.16a-b show the first and second sidelobe
levels as a function of f/D for b = 1.6 cm. and 1.7 cm. The interesting
feature in these curves is that as f/D increases the aperture field taper
decreases causing the main lobe to become narrower and causing the first
sidelobe to essentially disappear by merging with the main lobe. The
second sidelobe then becomes dominant. A further increase in f/D re-
establishes the first sidelobe as the dominant one. This behavior can
be understood by examininq Fig. 2.].7 which shows the angular position of the
first two sidelobes and the first two nulls as a function of f/D.
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FIRST $IDELOBE
SE:OHD SIDELOSE
Fig. 2.16a
8" 1.70 DISH DIRRETER" 1.22 meter
Sidelobe levels vs. f/D.
e.3e
Fig. 2. ]6b
0- 1.60 DISH DIAIqETER,, 1.22 meter
Sidelobe levels vs. f/D.
Flgure 2.16, S1delobe characterlstlcs for parabololdal reflector
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Figure 2.17, Sidelobe and null positions vs. f/D.
If the criterion of sidelobes below -30dB. is chosen then Fig's.
2.16a-b show that this can be met with f/D ratios as large as 0.45.
This means that efficiencies as large as 70% or more can be realized.
If the criterion is -35dB. sidelobes in order to allow for some increase
in sidelobe level due to feed blockage and scatter from the feed supports
then f/D is restricted to about 0.35 for b = 1.6 cm. and to 0.37 for
b = 1.7 cm. which corresponds to an efficiency of around 60%. The effi-
ciency curves were computed using the formulas given in Chapter I.
Typical radiation patterns for a 1.22 meter (4 foot) paraboloid of
different f/D ratios and for b ffi1.6 and 1,7 _. are shown in Figures 2,18
and 2.19. The series of figures such as Figures 2.18a-2.18e show the
formation of sidelobes as the aperture field taper is reduced with
increasing f/D ratios. In Fig. 2_18a where f/D = 0.3 the main lobe has
a broad shoulder beginning at about the -30 dB. level and having a half
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Figure 2.18e, Reflector radiation pattern
Figure 2.18, Reflector radiation patterns as a function of f/D, D - 1.22 m.
angular width of 4 ° at the -40 dB. level. The next series of four
figures shows this shoulder moving away and becoming a distinct side-
lobe with a relative height of -33 dB. at 8 = 3.5 ° when f/D = 0.4.
For f/D = 0.45 a new sidelobe at 2.5 ° begins to form. With f/D = 0.3
the -33 dB. level is also at about % = 3.5 ° but is part of the shoulder
of the main lobe. The f/D = 0.3 corresponds to an aperture efficiency
of 52% while f/D = 0.4 corresponds to an aperture efficiency of 68%.
If the pattern is measured in terms of the envelope the f/D = 0.4 pattern
is better than the f/D = 0.3 pattern down to the -40 dB. level. The
b = 1.7 cm. case is similar. These figures thus show that for a given
feed and reflector there is an optimum f/D ratio that will give the best
aperture efficiency along with the best pattern envelope characteristic.
The envelope provides a good measure of the interference rejection
characteristics of the overall pattern. A main lobe with a broad
shoulder yet with small sidelobes is not as good as a 'narrow main lobe
62
with a higher first sidelobe level as long as the sidelobe level is
below that of the shoulder.
The patterns shownin Fig's. 2.18-2.19 are in the _ = 45 ° plane
but because of the very low cross-polarization the patterns are
essentially the same in all planes. Figure 2.20a shows the co-polarized
pattern, the total pattern, and the contribution from the z-component
of current on the paraboloid. The field from the cross-polarized field
of the feed is below -100 dB. Figure 2.20b shows the various contributions
to the cross-polarized field in the 45 ° plane. The cross-polarized
component due to the z-component of current is comparable in value to
that due to the cross-polarized radiation from the feed for an optimum
feed.
ITOTAL RROIRTI01 PRTTEPNIN THE 45°l!LRNE
.... b = 1.7 cm., f/D = 0.30
I
5 10 15 20 '_'_'_':" 25
Figure 2.19a, Reflector radiation pattern
Figure 2.19, Reflector radiation patterns as a function of f/D, D = 1.22 m.
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Reflector co-polarized radiation patterns for b = 1.7 cm.,
f/D = 0.30, D = 1.22 m.
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Figure 2.20b, Reflector cross-polarized radiation pattern for b = 1.7 cm.,
f/D = 0.30, D = 1.22 m.
Figure 2.20, Reflector co- and cross-polarlzed radiation patterns.
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2.7 COAXIAL FEED PERFORMANCE - EXPERIMENTAL
Two long-cup dual-mode coaxial feeds were built and their radiation
patterns and cross-poTarization properties measured. One of the feeds was
not an optimum design since it was constructed from design data that,
unfortunately, was in error due to a sign error in the aperture TEll . to TMII
mode coupling coefficient. This feed was scaled to operate at a center
frequency of I0.i ghz. However, based on the corrected design data the lowest
cross-polarization should occur around 10.3 ghz. The data shown in Figure
2.11b applies to this feed, as does the data in Figure 2.14a. The theory
predicts a minimum cross-polarization of -34 dB. and a 5% bandwidth over
which the cross-polarization should remain below -25 dB. This sub-optimum
feed was also tested with a 1.22 meter diameter fiber glass paraboloid with
f/D = 0.33. For the sub-optimum feed a = 1.27 cm., b = 1.905 cm. (see Fig.3.1)
The co-polarized and cross-polarized radiation patterns in the 45 ° plane
for the sub-optimum feed are shown in Figures 2.21a through 2.21f and cover
the frequency range from 9.9 ghz. to 10.6 ghz. At 9.9 ghz. the measured
cross-_olarization was -18 dB., at 10 ghz. it was -28 dB., while at the design
center frequency of 10.1 ghz. it was -34 dB. At 10.3 ghz. the measured cross-
polarization was -35 dB. which is somewhat better than the theory predicted.
At 10.5 ghz. the cross-polarization was found to be -28 dB. and rose to only
-24 dR. at 10.6 ghz. The measurements were made on an indoor antenna range
with t|_ feed and transmitting horns separated by 0.7 meter. The trans-
mitting horn was approxi_._tely 5 cm. by 8 cm. Spurious reflections from the
ceiling and walls were calculated to be below -40 dB. It was, however, found
that some interference between the transmitting and receiving horn mounting
structures was present and limited the ability to measure very low cross-
polarization levels with good accuracy.
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Figure 2.21a - 45 ° plane radiation patterns for sub-optimum feed
at 9.9 ghz.
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Figure 2.21b - 45 ° plane radiation patterns for sub-optimum feed
at i0 ghz.
Figure 2.21, Radiation patterns for sub-optlmum feed.
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Figure 2.21c - 45 ° plane radiation patterns for sub-optimum feed
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Fiqure 2.2]d - 45 ° plane radiation patterns for sub-optimum feed
at 10.3 ghz.
Figure 2.21, (cont.) Radiation patterns for sub-optlmum feed.
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Figure 2.21f - 45 ° plane radiation patterns for sub-optimum feed
at 10.6 ghz.
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Figure 2.22 shows the E- and H-plane patterns superimposed on the 45 °
plane co-polarized pattern at I0.i ghz. Equal E- and H-plane patterns were
not achieved, which is in accord with the theory. Nevertheless the
radiation pattern for this sub-optimum feed does have quite good rotational
symmetry at the design frequency.
When the sign error was discovered new design data was generated and
an optimum feed was built for operation at I0.I ghz. _his optimum design
corresponds to the feed that is characterized by the data shown in Fig%Ires
2.11f and 2.14c. The theory predicts a cross-polarization below -30 dB.
over a 5% bandwidth extending from I0 ghz. to 10.5 ghz. The front section
- Co-P_
I
/
Figure 2.22 - Comparison E-plane, H-plane, and 45 ° plane co-polarized
patterns for sub-optim_ feed at 10.1 ghz.
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of the feed employed a small tapered horn section as shown in Figure 2.23.
The outer cup and inner section were also tapered to a sharp edge so as to
be more nearly like the infinitely thin waveguides for which the theory is
applicable.
.905 cm.
5.200 cm.
Brass
Copper
3.820 cm.
Figure 2.23 - Optimum Feed Configuration.
The E- and H-plane patterns and the co- and cross-polarized 45 ° plane
patterns for the optimum feed are shown in Figures 2.24a through 2.24f.
It can be seen that in the frequency range i0 ghz. to 10.5 ghz. the pattern
has very good rotational symmetry and the measured cross-polarization was
below -27 dB. At the design frequency the measured cross-polarization was
below -40 dB. on one side and below -38 dB. on the other side of boresight.
At 9.9 ghz. and 10.7 ghz. the E- and H-plane patterns are no longer equal and
the cross-polarization has risen to - 25dB. and -16 dB. respectively. Overall
there is very good correlation of the experimental data with the theoretical
predictions. It thus appears that the theoretical design data can be used
for design purposes without modification. The inability to measure a cross-
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Figure 2.24c - Radiation patterns for optimum feed at I0.I ghz.
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Figure 2.24d - Radiation patterns for optimum feed at 10.3 ghz.
Figure 2.24, Radiation patterns for optimum feed.
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Figure 2.24e - Radiation patterns for optimum feed at 10.5 ghz.
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polarization as low as -58 dB. at the design center frequency is believed
to be due to spurious reflections as well as various small imperfections
in the feed.
2.8 PARABOLOIDAL RADIATION PATTERNS
The sub-optimum feed was used to illuminate a 1.22 meter diameter
paraboloid with f/D = 0.33. The E- and H-plane patterns as well as the
,
45 ° plane co- and cross-polarized patterns were measured. It was found
experimentally that when the four feed support rods were located in the E-
and H-planes as shown in Figure 2.25a that the sidelobe level was much
higher than predicted, of order -22 dB. to -26 dB. By placing the support
rods in the 45 ° planes as shown in Figure 2.25b the sidelobes remained
below -30 dB. In general scatter from the support rods and blockage by
the feed makes it difficult to obtain close correlation between measured
patterns and theoretical patterns below the -30 dB. level. For this study
the objective was to verify that by using sufficient aperture tapering the
first two sidelobes could be kept below -30 dB. and the remaining sidelobes
below -40 dB. The objective with regard to the first two sidelobes was
met but because of scatter it was found that the remaining sidelobes were
not always below -40 dB. There also was a limitation of 40 dB. dynaI_ic
range for the measurement equipment used.
The measured radiation patterns at 10.3 ghz. with the support rods in
the E- and H-planes are shown in Figures 2.26 a-c. It is clear that
scatter from the support rods is producing a lot of fill in radiation below
the -30 dB. level in addition to producing high sidelobe peaks.
%
The lack of time did not permit these measurements to be repeated using
the feed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.25 - Feed support structure for paraboloid antenna
Mixer
RG-214 cable
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Figure 2.26a - H-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed.
i
Figure 2.26, Radiation patterns for paraboloid illuminated with a sub-optlmum feed,
f/D = 0.33.
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Figure 2.26b - E-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
_ith sub-optimum feed.
Figure 2.26c - 45 ° plane co-polarized pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid
illuminated with sub-optimum feed.
Figure 2.26, Radiation patterns for paraboloid illuminated with a sub-optlmum feed,
f/n - 0 33.
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The measured radiation patterns over the frequency range 9,9 ghz,
to 10.5 ghz, and with the support rods in the 45 ° plane are shown in
Figures 2,27a-k, The measured peak cross-polarization at 10,1 ghz, and
10,3 ghz, was -31 dB. while at 10,5 ghz. it was -27 dB. The cross-
polarization level correlates well with that of the feed. When the
E-plane, H-plane, and 45 ° plane co-polarized patterns are superimposed
they are found to be essentially identical down to the -24 dB. level
over the frequency range i0 ghz. to 10.5 ghz. Thus the good circular
symmetry of the feed radiation pattern is verified. The theoretical
pattern is 4.25 ° wide at the -20 dB. level at 12 ghz° which corresponds
to a pattern 5 ° wide at the -20 dB. level at I0.I ghz. for the same 1.22
meter diameter reflector. The measured patterns are also 5 ° wide at the
-20 dB. level in accordance with the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 2.27a - H-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed.
Figure 2.27, Radiation patterns fer paraboloid illuminated with a
sub-optimum feed, f/D - 0.33.
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Figure 2.27b - E-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed.
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Figure 2.27c - H-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed.
Figure 2.27, Radiation patterns for paraboloid illuminated with a
sub optimum feed, f/D = 0.33.
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Figure 2.27d - E-plane pattern with 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optim%im feed
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Figure 3.27e - Co- and cross-p_J|,Ir_,zed 45 ° plane patterns of paraboloid
illuminated %iti_ ';u_,-_l_timum feed.
Figure 2.27, Radiation pattt,rn,_ for paraboloid illuminated with a
sub-optlmum feed, f/D = O.3"_.
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Figure 2.27f - H-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed.
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E-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed
Figure 2.27, Radiation patterns for paraboloid illuminated with a
sub-optimum feed, f/D : 0.33.
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Figure 2.27h - Co- and cross-pclarized 45 ° plane patterns of para/x)loid
illuminated with sub-optimum feed.
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-- H-plane pattern of 1.22 meter paraboloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed.
Radiation patterns for parabolold illuminated with a
sub-optlmum feed, f/D =: 0.33.
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Figure 2.27j - E-plane pattern of 1.22 meter par_boloid illuminated
with sub-optimum feed.
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Figure 2.27k - Co- and cross-polarized 45 ° plane patterns of paraboloid
illuminated with sub-optimum feed.
Figure 2.27, Radiation pat[erns for paraboloid illuminated wlth a
sub-optimum feed, f/D = 0.33
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CHAPTER 3
THE SHORT-CUP COAXIAL FEED
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The short-cup coaxia] feed shown in Figure 3.1 was investigated by
Kumar (Kumar, 1978). The experimentally optimized feed had the following
parameters: a = 1.3 cm., b = 3.075 cm., S = 1.6 cm., and T = 0 cm. This
feed produced a cross-polarization of -31 dB. at 8 ghz. and 8.5 ghz.,
-30 dB. at 9 ghz., and -26 dB at 9.5 ghz.
Split Collar Sliding outer cup
Figure 3.1 - Short-cup coaxial feed
l
I
h
A similar feed was built and the position of the split collar and
outer waveguide were varied (S and T parameters) so as to obtain equal
E- and H-plane patterns. The waveguide radii used were a = 1.27 cm. and
b = 2.54 cm. Since T is small and b is quite large the aperture is
excited by TEll, TMII, TEl2, TMI2 circular waveguide modes when T is
non-zero. When T is zero the aperture is excited by the TEll mode in the
inner guide and by the TEll, TMII, plus higher order TEIm and TMIm modes
in the coaxial region. The theoretical analysis of this type of feed is
thus much more difficult to carry out than is the case for the dual-mode
feed.
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By experimental adjustment of the S and T parameters good symmetry
between the E- and H-plane patterns can be obtained over a 10-15%
frequency band. A cross-polarization of -30 dB. or better can be obtained.
The ultimate theoretical minimumcross-polarization and optimum feed
parameters have not been determined. It would be desirable to carry out
such an analysis since the short-cup feed does appear to have at least
twice the bandwidth that the long-cup dual-mode feed does.
3.2 SHORT-CUP COAXIAL FEED - RADIATION PATTERNS
For the chosen a and b parameters, namely a = 1.27 cm., b = 2.54 cm.,
the best patterns were obtained with S = 1.27 cm., T = 0 cm. Measurements made
on a feed with S = 0.95 cm. and T = 0.32 cm. gave almost as good results
for the cress-polarization and thus indicates that the S parameter is not
very critical. The measured peak cross-polarization as a function of
frequency is listed below for S = 1.27 cm , T = 0 cm.
Frequency
8.5 ghz. - I0 dB.
9 ghz. - 31 dB.
9.5 ghz. - 28 dB.
i0 ghz. - 27 dB.
10.5 ghz. - 27 dB.
II ghz. - 12 dB.
Maximum Cross-Polarization
The E-plane, H-plane, and 45 ° plane co-polarized and cross-polarized
patterns at 9, 9.5, I0, and 10.5 ghz. are shown in Figures 3.2a-d.
The E- and H-plane patterns exhibit a high degree of syn_netry and based
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Figure 3.2a - E-plane, H-plane, and 45 ° plane co- and cross-polarized
patterns for short-cup feed.
Figure
-a%
-II* , N •
3.2b - E-plane, H-plane, and 45 ° plane co- and cross-polarized
patterns for short-cup feed.
Figure 3.2, Radiation patterns for short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.2c - E-plane, H-plane, and 45 ° plane co- and cross-polarized
patterns for short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.2d - E-plane, H-plane, and 45 ° plane co- and cross-polarized
patterns for short-cup feed.
Figure 3.2, Radiation patterns for short-cup feed.
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on this symmetry the cross-polarization should have been smaller than
was measured. The cross-polarization in dB. is given by 20 log IE-HI/2
where IE-H I is the difference in the E- and H-plane normalized pattern
amplitudes. A difference of 1/2 dB. at the -15 dB. level corresponds to
a cross-polarization of -45.5 dB. when there is no phase error in the
radiation patterns. When there is a phase difference in the E- and
H-plane patterns the cross-polarization will be larger. This is probably
the reason why the measured cross-polarization was larger than expected
from a consideration of the E- and H-plane amplitude patterns alone. It
was also noted during the measurements that placing absorber material
behind the feed resulted in lower cross-polarization being measured. There
apparently was significant interaction between the transmitting horn and
the feed which were spaced only 0.7 meter apart.
A noteable feature of the short-cup coaxial feed is that even though
the aperture is larger than that of the long-cup dual-mode feed the radia-
tion pattern is very close to that of the circular waveguide alone. This
seems to indicate that the modes in the coaxial region are weakly excited.
Measurements of the cross-polarization of the circular waveguide alone with
the same inner radius a = 1.27 cm. gave a peak cross-polarization of -25 dB.
at 9.5 ghz., -30 dB. at 10.5 ghz., and -14 dB. at ii ghz. In view of these
features of the circular waveguide alone it can be expected that only rela-
tively small amplitude modes in the coaxial region will be needed to improve
the cross-polarization properties.
3.3 PARABOI_IDAI, RADIATION PATTERNS - SHORT-CUP FEED
A 1.22 meter diameter paraboloidal reflector with f/D was illuminated
with the short-cup feed and the E- and }{-plane as well as the 45 ° plane co-
and cross-pol.lrized patterns measured. These patterns are shown in
Figures 3.3a-i for frequencies 9.5 ghz., i0 ghz. and 10.5 ghz. The cross-
...
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polarization was not as good as for the long-cup feed, possibly because
of more interaction of the back radiation of the feed with the feed
support structure (the long-cup feed is more directional). The meas%ired
peak cross-polarization was -28 dB. at 9.5 ghz., -21 dB. at i0 ghz., and
-19 dB. at 10.5 ghz. These values are considerably larger than would be
expected based on the cross-polarization levels of the feed. It is
presumably caused by the feed support structure and its interaction with
the radiation from the feed.
j .
Figure 3.3a - H-plane pattern for paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with short-cup feed.
Figure 3.3, Radiation patterns of paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with the short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3b - E-plane pattern for paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3c - 45 ° plane :o- and cross-polarized patterns for paraboloidal
refleztor illuminated with short-cup feed.
Figure 3.3, Radiation patterns of paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with the short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3d - H-plane pattern for paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3e - E-plane pattern for paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with short-cup feed.
Figure 3.3, Radiation patterns of paraboloidal reflector illuminated
wlth the sho.'t-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3f - 45 ° plane co- and cross-polarized patterns for paraboloidal
reflector illuminated with short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3g - H-plane pattern for paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with short-cup feed.
Figure 3.3, Radiation patterns of paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with the short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3h - E-plane pattern for paraboloidal reflector illuminated
with short-cup feed.
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Figure 3.3i - 45 ° plane co- and cross-polarized patterns for paraboloilal
reflector illuminated _ith short-cup feed.
Figure 3.3,
Radiation patterns of paraboloidal reflector illuminated
wlth the short-cup feed.
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The major findings of this study are:
A long-cup dual-mode feed can be optimized to have a center frequency
cross-polarization peak as low as -58 dB.
Over a 5% bandw dth the dual-mode feed has a cross-polarization peak
below -30 dB., a phase error of less than I0 °, and an input VSWR of
order I.I.
The dual-mode feed, when used to illuminate a 1.22 meter paraboloidal
reflector with f/D of around 0.4, will result in sidelobes below -30 dB.
and an aperture efficiency of over 70%. The peak cross-polarization
level will be comparable to that of the feed.
The short-cup coaxial feed can be optimized to produce low cross-
polarization (or order -30 dB. or less) over a 10-15% bandwidth.
For prime focus antennas designed for sidelobes and cross-polarization
below -30 dB. one must pay careful attention to the feed support
structure in order to achieve the desired characteristics.
some of the recommendations for future work are:
Derive analytical solutions for the short-cup coaxial feed and
optimum design data. This feed has the advantage that the band-
width appears to be 10-15%.
Develop optimum feed support structures in order to achieve low
cross-polarization and sidelobe levels.
It would be desirable to repeat the cross-polarization measurements
on an antenna range that was carefully designed so as to enable
field strengths 60 dB. below the radiation maximum to be measured.
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APPENDIXA
SCATTERING MATRIX FOR BIFURCATION JUNCTION
The first step in determing the optimum feed dimensions is to solve
the problem of mode coupling in the bifurcated waveguide shown in Figu=e AI.
This problem can be formulated as follows: (I) Express the transverse elec-
tric and magnetic fields at the junction in terms of a series expansion
involving the TEIn and TMln modes in each waveguide. (2) Make the trans-
verse fields continuous across the junction. (3) From the contin_ity
conditions use Fourier analysis to obtain algebraic equations for the mode
amplitudes. (4) Solve the infinite set of equations by the residue
calculus technique.
Region 3 _ i _r -
Region i
,7
J
Figure A1 - Birfurcated circular waveguide showing the three
different waveguide regions.
The following notation will be used:
i°
Transverse el_,ctric field of TEIn modes in regions i, 2, 3 is
(.
eln' e2n' ._Irl
A1
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Transverse electric field of TMIn modes in regions 1,2,3 is Eln,
E2n, E3n-
. TEIn + b_ C_mode amplitudes in regions 1,2 3 are a_ , , and where +• n n
stands for incident wave and - for reflected or scattered wave.
.
÷ sZ c1
TMIn mode amplitudes in regions 1,2,3 are A_ ' n , and n "
5. TEIn propagation constants in regions 1,2,3 are Bln, 82n, a3n.
6. TMIn propagation constants in regions 1,2,3 are 71n, ¥2n' 73n"
m
Cutoff wave numbers for TEIn modes in the three regions are
kln, k2n, k3n"
o
Cutoff wave numbers for TMIn modes in the three regions are
£1n' £2n' £3n "
It will be assumed that only the TEll mode can propagate in regions 1
and 3 while both TEll and TMII modes can propagate in region 2. It
is also assumed that propagating modes are incident in all three regions.
The equations expressing the continuity of the transverse electric
field in the z = 0 plane is
m
(hi + bl)e21-_ + (BI+ + B1)E21-_ +
n=2
(b + B E2n)n e2n n
I + al)ell + A I Ell + [ (a + A Eln) 0 < r < a
(a+1 - _ " _
n=2 n eln n '
QO
+ -- -k -- -.I,. -- --
(C 1 + cl)e31 + C 1 E31 + [ (c * ÷n e3n + Cn E3n)' a < r < b
n=2
(_I)
The equation that expresses the continuity of the transverse magnetic
field at z - 0 is
.5. "'--._"
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m
(bl - bl)_21e21 + (BI BI)Y 21 _21 - (bn82ne2n
n-2
(-a I + + AI_IIEII +
n=2
• ÷(-c I + + CIY31E31 + [
n=2
(an_ _ + A n ll_in ) < <Ineln - _- , 0 r a
(Cn_ * + Cn 31_3n ), • • b3ne 3n "_" a r
The waveguide modes are normalized such that power flow is given by
1/2 l'÷n12' 1/2 12, In (2) B21 - _21/ko, _21 " T21/ko etc.
(A2)
Thus we have
la [2_ _ _ k Z0 '0 eln " eln r dr d_ - _in °
(A3a)
la 12_ _ _ 71n%
0 0 Eln " Eln r dr d_ = ko
(A3b)
fb 12w k Zi _ _ O o0 0 e2n " e2n r dr d# =
(A3c)
Ib 12_ ÷ ÷ >2n Z
o
0 0 E2n " E2n r dr d_ - ko
(ASd)
ib I_ k Z
-w -_ O O
e.n_ • e_n_ r dr d_ ffi --
83n0
(A3e)
Ib [2_
. 73 n Z O
E3n • E3n r dr d_ = k
0 a o
where ko = 2_/_°- and Zo = (Uo/Eo)-
i/2
(A3f)
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We now introduce the following mode coupling coefficients:
12_ la _ ÷0 0 eln " e2m r dr de -
f (A4a)
12_ Ia -_ _2m
0 0 eln r dr d_ -
Q
nm
(A4b)
• r dzdO "
0 0
6 t 0
• r dx d_ - Fnm
0 0
(A4c)
(_4d)
2_ b _3n " e2m r dr d_ - gnm
0
(_4e)
0 a e3n • r dr d_ t
_J
rum
(A4f)
j2_ ib E3n +
0 a " e2m r dr d_ -
_nm " 0
(A4g)
• r dr d_ - Gnm
0 a
The normalized mode functions are given by
-p
• x V Jl(klnr)Cos_ k Z. z t o o I/2
eln ( -- )
" 81 n
/" (k21na2-1) Jl(klna)_-
where d Jl(klnr)/d(klnr) " Jl(klnr) = 0 at r - a •
(A4h)
(A5a)
Vt Jl (_Inr) sin_
C I
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( Y1n Zo )1/2
k
O
(A5b)
wheze Jl(Elna) - 0.
.-*. %
e2_ " _
/2 (k_nb2"l) Jl (k2nb)
k Z
( om.._ ) 112
P2.
(ASc)
where Jl(k2nb) - O.
* Vt Jl (Z2nr) sin_
E2n " (
5 .
Y2n Zo )1/2
k
O
'A5d)
where O1(_,2nb) = 0
e3n "
÷ x V Zl(k3nr)Cos% k Z 1/2
az t _ ( o_.____o)
B3n
! I
where Z1(k3nr) - Jl(k3na)Yl(k3nr) - Yl(k3na)J](k3nr) and
t I
Zl(k3na ) ,, Zl(k3n b) - O.
(A5e)
E3n "
PtW 1(_3nr) sin_
. _ . ( 73nZ._...E)I/2 (A5f)
k
' _[(£3nbWl(_3nb))2 (E3na W_(_3na))2]I/2 o
where W1 - Jl(£3na)Yl(£3n r] - Yl(_3na)Jl(£3nr)
and W1 ([3n a) - Wl(_3.nb) - 0 .
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The derivation of the normalization constants will be illustrated
for (A5e) and (ASf). Consider (ASe) first for which
rb 1 2W" (;zI Ja 0
-b
x Vt Z 1 cos¢) • (az x Vt Zl cos_) r dr d%
b [2. dZ I
2[ ( _ cos_) +
a 0
Z1
(--sin_) 2] r dr d#
r
2
b dZl ) 2 Zl[(a_- r+--] dr
a r
I I 2 dZ I
dZ 1 b b Z 1 d
a a
upon integrating by parts once.
Zl ( r n r) so
|
Now Z 1 - 0 at r t a,m and
dZ 1d-- d
b k2 2 _ k 2 2 ' 2 13n Zl r dr " --_ 3n r [(Z 1) + ( 1
a
2 2
k 3n r
" 2 [(k23n b2-1)Z 2(k3bb) - (k23na2-1)Z 2(k3na)]
i For (ASf) we
have
I I " [( d-r- sinO)2 + (
a 0 r
By using this result along with (A3e) we obtain (A5e).
) 2] r dr de
21b)z z ]
a
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This is the same integral as evaluated earlier with the exception that
now W 1 = 0 at r = a,b so
w
2
#
[_3n b W 1 (£3nD)] 2 _
- 2 [£3n a W 1 (£3na)] 2
Let U(kr) and V(Er) be solutions of the following Bessel differen-
tial equations:
d dU (k2r 1 ) U 0
_r_ ÷ --- =E
d dV 1
d'_ _ _ * (_2r--I v- o
r
The mode coupling coefficients involve three integrals of the following
type (after integration over _):
f dU(k.r) dU(k2r ) U (kir) U(k2r )
I
I1 = [ r dr dr +
r
]dr, TE to TE coupling
f dV(£.r) dV(E2r ) V(£ir)V(E2r )
1
12 " [r dr dr + ]dr,
r
TM to TM coupling
I dV(£r) dU(kr)Z3 = [U(kr) dr + V(Er) dr ]dr, 'rE to TM coupling
I1 and 12 are evaluated the same way. An integration by parts gives
dU(k2r) [ U(kir)U(k2r) d dU(k2r)
Ii = rU(kir) dr + j [ ......r - U(kir) _r r dr ] dr
Now use the differe. ,i equation to obtain
I _ rU(k. r)
1 I dr
dU(k2r) 2
+ k 2
A8
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f U(k.r)U(k2r) r dr1
r U(kir) dr
kik2r
k2 2
i - k2
dU(k2r)
+
2
k 2 r
k 2 2 [k2U'(k2r)U(kir) - k'U'(kir)U(k2r)]l
i - k2
[kiU(kir)U'(k2r) - k2O(k2r)U'(kir) ] (A6a)
For 1 3 an integration by parts of one term gives 1 3 = U(kr)V(Er) (A6b)
By using the above results the following expressions for the He
co.pling coefficients are obtained:
t
k 2 k a J1 (k2ma,).2 Z° In k2m o (A7a)
f
- 2Z ( 72---_m)i/2 Jl ( £2m a)
nm o 81n £2mb(k21na2_l)i/2J'l(£22)
(A7b)
nm
gn_ 1
112
2Zo(71n_2m) £2m a Jl(£2m a)
B
(£2in - g2m)koab J1(£2 b)
(A7c)
-2koa Zo k nk2m Zl(k3n a) Jl(k2ma)
2 2 2 Z_ (k3na) ][(83n82m )(k_mb2_l )]l/2[(k23nb2 1 )Zl(k3nb)_(k3n a -1) 1/2j l(k2m b)
1
x 2 2 (ATd)
k 3n-k 2m
u
run
--2Z
o
Zl (k3na) Jl (£2m a )
' 2 _ (k23na2_l)Z_ (k3n a ]i/2tck23 ck3 b'
(A7e)
G
nm
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I
I/2_ a Wl(£3na) Jll£2ma)
2Zo (Y3nY2m) 2m (A7f)
2 2 ' 5_ )tb2w'12c£3b)2_2(hn° )11/2kob (£3n-_2m) Jl ( "
The equatio..s for finding the amplitude coefficients are obtained
from (AI) and (A2) by scalar multiplying by Cln and Eln and integrating
over _ from 0 to a and over _ from 0 to 27 and then by scalar multi-
pl.ving by e3n and E3n and integrating from r - a to b and over # Ero_
0 to 2_ . The results are:
k° Z° (a: 61n+an) - i |(b:61m + bm)fnm + (B_61m + Bm)snm ]
_ln m-I
(_ea)
An k nm
o m=l
(AS_)
k 2
o o (Cn+ 61 n + Cn ) =
_3n
+ +6 _m) vnm][(bm61n + bm)gnm + (Bm in +
m=l .,,
(ASc)
Y 3n Zo V B÷C-
= L ( 6
n k m + Bm) SIm nm
(A8d)
m-1
(A8e)
A Z ®
Lk
o m-i
+ -- "l
(Bm6 im-Bm )Y 2mFnm
(A8f)
+ " Z ,B [('Cn_In+Cn)ko o
m=l
+ - -I • (A8g)
! c z - (ASh)n o . I (,3+. -,-_[iGk m _m m zm nm
o m_l
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A summary of the solution procedure is given below.
point is the set of equations _(A8).
Define new amplitude coefficients as follows:
The starting
a n /81n(k a2-1) b k2ma Jl(k2m a)
• n (A9a) _ m
n
2k21n m 482m(klb2"l) Jl (k2mb)
(Agb)
c
n
B1/2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1/2
- - (k3n a -1) Z 1 (k3na) ]n 3n [(k3 -z)z
2k23n Z 1 (k3na)
(_9c)
. B 1/2 jl(_2ma) A -k2ab A
B - m 72m , (A9d) A _ o n
' 1/2
m Z2m b Jl (Z2mb) n 2 ¥1n
C
n
2 °2 l
Cn k2abo [(b/a) W I (£3nb)-Wl2 (£3n a) ]1/2
1/2 ' (_3na)2 73n W 1
(A_)
(A9f)
In ter_s of these new coefficients the system of equations become:
an61n+an " m=l[ ['2"82m_81 n2 kok_ n eln]
(AlOa)
® _2 k 20
An61n [ ( 61m + ) 2 2
m = 1 _ 2m- Yln
A
Cn61n+Cn " [ [
2 . 82
m=l 82m 3n
+
kok_n
83n ]
(AlOb)
(Al0c)
i
Cn_3n = [
m=l
"+ -_ k2 £_nab(Bm6 ira+Bin, o
2 2
72m- 73n
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(AlOd)
(-an61n+an) _
mml
^._ ^
[ (_bm61m'bm) 62_
82 _ B2
2m In
^+ ._ kO
+ (Bm61m-B m) - 2 ]
72mkln
(A10e)
m _'m O ]
m'=_. _'2m 2 2
72m-Yln
(Al0f)
¢o
( "+ -.
-Cn6, n÷Cn ) =
m==l
(b 6. -b )
m ±m m 82m " _ k
[ B-2 "' 82 .... + [Bm61m_;m) O- -- 2' ]
2m 3n Y 2mk 3n
(A10g)
._ ® k 2 £2
CnY3 n [ ^+ -- ab= (Bm61m.Bm) o Y3n 2m
72m 2 2
Y2m-73n
(AlOh)
From the above equations, we now generate a new system of equations as
follows:
(AlOa) + (AlOe) gives
" 61m b"
m_l _2m+81n
k
( Bln
72,÷ '
k 2
in
( 81n k
----_0-2_)
+ ;- kO 72m
m k 2 '-) ] (Alla)
In
(AiOa)- (AlOe) gives
^+
.+ _ -bm61m - b-
2an61n . _ [ _ + _m.
m-I B2m+_in B2m'Bln
--- oB 61m ( 81n . k kk -----) " +0-2-)
+ o Y2_ + _- I k Y2m
k 2 m k2
in In
) ] (Allb)
'i
!
? , • •
(A10c) _ (Al0g) gives
AI2
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^_ = b + 61m
2c n == 7 [
b
m
_2m+83n
( B3n k
^+ _-- ÷ -a-° )
+ Bm_l m . o 72 m
m
3n
B3n k
o 72m
k 2 ]
3n
(Allc)
A
m
m-i B2m+BZn
"(AlOb) + (Al0f) gives
b ( k - ) ( _'--+ °-E- )
+ m "; o Y2m
-- _ + B 61m k 2 + ;" _ 0 Y2m
B2m-83n m k 2-_ ]
3n 3n
(Alld)
"_ '= B 61m£ ab k 2 Bm £2 k 2
2AnYln [ [ m o + 2m ab= -- O
m=l )
>2m (72m-Yln Y2_ (Y2m+71n)
] (Alle)
0 ® *+ £2 2 B_ £2 k2[ Bm_im 2m ab k ab= - 0 2m
. -- o
m=l 72m (72m÷Yin) 72m (Y2m-71n)
(Allf)
(Al0d) + {AlOh) gives
. == "+ £2 k 2 k2
2CnY3n _ [ Bm61n 2m ab ;- £2 ab
m O + _.__m _ O
m=l Y2m (Y2m'Y3n) Y2m (Y2m+Y3n)
] (Allg)
m
B+ 2 k2
" 61m 12m ab B- 2 k2
[ [-- o m_2m ab
m=l Y2m (Y2m+Y3n) + _ o
72m (T2m-Y3n)
(Allh)
Consider a function Ql(W) with poles at w = Y2m' " _21' and with
zeroes at 71n,Y3 n
Let B "= i
m m
£2 2
2m ab ko/Y2 m .
AI3
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The contour integral over a closed circle C of infinite =adius gives
(residue evaluation)
1 _ Q1 dw _ Res Q1 at Res Q1 at__ = [ YRm . ->21
2,j w - Yln m-i Y2m-Yln Y21+Yln
c
(Al2f)
1 _ Q1 _w -_ has Q1 at ¥2m Res Q1 at -721 + Ql('71n )
-- m -- ...._2_ ' " - -2,j w + 71 n m-1 +Win 721 "_ln
C
(&12e)
Examination of these equations with respect to (Allf) and (&lle) shows that
_- =+ 2_71nBm - Pes Q1 at YRm ' Bm61m - - Res Q1 at - 721. = - Ql(-71n )
Likewise
i_!- _ Q1 dw
2,j w _ 73n
C
will solve (Allg),(Allh)with 26n73n . . Ql_._3n)
The construction of Ql(W) will be given later.
The set of equations (Alle),(Allf) and (Allg) and (Allh) are of the form that
occur in bifurfacted parallel plate waveguides so the solution procedure
was well known. The function Q1 will contain two arbitrary constants -
as dictated by the edge conditions, but only one incident mode amplitude
is specif:_d, namely B÷._ Thus Q1 ks not completely known and must still
be determined in part by the remaining equations in th_ set (All). Equations
(AIIa),(AIIb),(AI]c), and (Al[d) are not of the type. encountered before. It was
only when we discovered how to express these equations as a contour integral
AI4
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involving another function Q2(w) and how to relate QI and Q2 that the
whole system of equations could be solved. The procedure is summarized
below.
(Alla) and (Allb) can be written as
b+
m 61mAo
2a n - _ [
m-1 82m'Sln
]_" :'+ B-(_2mBln-ko 2)Bm61m (72mBln +k2 ) m
m + 2 ) k 2 + k3oab ,k 2 2 .k 2- ] (A13a)E2m+Bln k3ab (k2- Y2m In _ o'Y2m ) In
o
o
1 B2m+Bln B2m'Bln ko3ab (ko-'f2m)kln koab(ko-Y2m)kln
(Al3b)
Introduce
Q2 (w)
w2_k 2
o
with Q2havingp°les at £2m' -821
and zeroes at
Bln,B3n but not at 811, 8
following integral.
Then consider the residue evaluation of the
31"
1 f' Q2
c (w2-ko2) (w-Bin)
QI (w) (81nW+k2)
+ ] _w
k3ab k2 (k2_w 2)o in
. _ Res Q2 at 82m
2 2
m-I (82m-ko) (82m-81)
Res Q2 at - B21
2 2
(B21-ko) (821+81n)
Res Q1 at '" - +k 2)Y2ml_in'2m o
+ _ (k2o 2 2m_l k3ab
o -_2m )kln
÷
Q2 (811) _In
2 _ k2
811 o
Res Q1 at -¥21 (81nY21-k_) = 0
2 2 k 2
k3ab (ko-721)o In
A15
Q2 (÷k)_o
provi ded
Ql(_k o) (! 8ln+ko )
_+ ko - 81n k2abo (ko-_in)(ko+81n)
Q1 (ko) -QI (-ko )
or Q2(k ) = ' Q2 (-k) -
o k 2 ab o k 2 ab
o o
The residues at the poles _ k ° must cancel and this relates gl to Q2"
We also have
_. = Res Q2 at S2m
m B2'. k 2
2m o
IRes g2 at - B21 *÷ Q2 (BZl)
i
' ;_ " = "k=" ' " ='1" = __=
B21 - o 811 o
B - Res QI at 72m 'm
_÷
Bm61m - - Res Ol at - Y21
Thus we see that the above solves .(Al3b). Consider next
1 _ Q2 Ql(Sln w'k2o)
2,--_ C [ (w2-k2)(W+Bln)" k3abo k21n (k2o'W2)
] dw
m
- Res Q2 at
[ 82m
mml (822m-k2o) (82m+81n)
Res Q2 at - 821
2 2
(fl21-ko) (f121-61n)
Q2(-Sln )
+
2 2
(Sjn'k O}
w -Res Q1 at _2m (72mSln -k2)
_=i k3ab
72m )o In
Res QI at - 721(>21Bln+k_)
÷
k3ab k 2 2
o in (k_ - _21 )
- O
AI6
m m 61m +
= Z B 2 _ k 2
I:=l 2m+Bln 821-Bln 81n o
- B (Y2mBln-k) )
+ I" - m
m-I k3ab k 2 2 2 3ab k 2 2 2
o In (ko'Y2m) ko in (ko-Y21)
Q2 ('Bin)A_
Thus 2a m
n 2 k 2
Bin- o
Again we require the residues at + k to cancel, thus
-- 0
Q2 (+--ko) Q1 (+-ko) (+--Blnko'k2o)
--+ko+81n k3abo (ko-81n) (ko+Bln)
or
and
Q2(ko )
Q2(-k )
O
Ql(ko)ko(Bln-k o) Ql(ko )
k2ab
k_ab (ko-81n) o
(Bln-ko) (-QI (-ko)) (-Bln-k o) -QI (-ko)
k2ab (ko+81n) k2abo (ko-Bln) o
This is consistent with the previous relationship derived for QI and Q2"
Hence the above solves (Al3b).
Q2('B3n ) and
We can also find 2c =
n B2 k 2
3n" o
_+ Q2(8]1 )
-2ci = -2 2
%l-ko
From a study of the edge conditions we find that Q2 has four u_known
constants. Thus Q1 and Q2 together contain 6 constants which can be deter-
mined in terms of the 4 incident mode amplitudes and the two relations
between QI and Q2"
AI7
The function Ql(W) is given by
with
Let P1
that
® (l-W/Yln) (l-w/73n) h(w) (K1 + K2w) (AI4)
_l(W) -
n-l (l-w/72n) w+_21
_w a b
h(w) - exp 1- _ (a Ln E- c Ln-- )1
w c
(w) be the infinite product in (AI4) and let Pl(W) - Pl(S)h(w) so
QI (w)
%
P1 (w) (K1 + K2w) (AI5)
w + Y)I
The function Q1 has poles at w = Y2m' - 721' m = 1,2, .... and zeroes
at w - Yln, ¥3n' n - 1,2, .... and has algebraic behavior like w "I/2
as lwl *-.
The function Q2(w) has poles at w - 82m, -821, n - 1,2, .... , has
zeroes at w - 81n, 83n, n - 2,3, .... and behaves lake w I/2 as
lWl * " This function is given by
P2 (w) (RIeR2w÷R3w2+R4 w3) (AI6)
Q2 (w) " w + 821
where P2 " P2 h , Ri are constants, and
- (1-w/81n) (l-w/83n) ' i
P2(w) -
n-2 (l-w/82n) (I-w/821)
(A17)
AI8
far _'.;_-,;'_ _:_
With reference to the scattering matrix parameters S.. the
subscripts are chosen as follows (see Fig. A2). 1 refers to TSII
mode in region 1, amplitude is a I, propagation constant is 811.
2 refers to TEl1 mode in re_ion 2, amplitude ks b I, propagation constant
B21. 3 refers to TEll mode in region 3, amplitude c I, propagation
constant _31" 4 refers to TEll mode in region 2, amplitude B I,
propagation constant _21" The scattering matrix equation is
a1
°:
" [Sij ]
m ÷ _
a1
÷
b1
÷
c1
(Ai8)
_b Region 3 Cl s_J_--_ TEllTE_I
TEll Cl _ TEll
Figure A2 - Bifurcated circular waveguide.
In order to find expression for the Sij
+ + ÷ +
I. a I - 1, b I - c I - B 1 = 0
sll.. s21. s31
+ + + +
_I. b I - I, a I - c I - B 1 - 0
four special cases are considered:
III.
IV.
AI9
÷ + ÷ +
C1 = I, aI " bI = B1 = 0
S13 " a , S23 = b , S33 " c i , S43 _ B
+ ÷ + +
B 1 " i, aI " b I " cI = 0
The required equations are $uluarized below (notation and parameters
are given in eaElier progress reports).
+ " "÷ fn-1
al " fn'lal " ' 2
a kll
Q2(811)
+ -+ - Residue Q2 at -821
b I - bl/fm. 1 - . 2
fn=l k21
Cl " cl gn=l
gn=l Q2(831)
2
2 k31
2+
+ A+ . 721 B1 =
B1 = Bl/Sn. 1 . -_21 Residue QI at - 721
2 2 _ 2 k 2 ab
£21k°ab am'l 121 0 mal
fn-I Q2 {'811 )
2
2 kll
Residue Q2 at 821
M
k21 fm-i
Im --
gn=l Q2(-821)
2 k 2
31
A20
:- Y21 Residue Q1 at 721
B1 ,, Y21 A B1 = 2 k 2 ab2 k2 ab a ^
£21 o m=l £21 o Um_l
Q1 (ko) _1 (-ko)
Q2lko) " _k2 ab ' Q2 (-ko) " -
o o
Case I
+ +
From the conditions b I = c.• = 0 we see that _02 has a zero at
• 831 and no pole at - 821. Since B; - 0 also we require that Q1 does
not have a pole at - y21 . Hence
QI " PIKI ' Q2 = P2 (i - w/B31) (R1 + R2w)
The equations that determine KI, RI, and R2 are
fn=l P2 (Bll) 811
(i2
2 kll B31
) (R1 + R2BII) - 1 (Al9a)
k2 ab
o
k
+ P2 (+ ko) (I _ o ) (R1 + R2ko ) . 0
-- B31 --
(Al9b,c)
The matrix elements 5ii are given by:
fn=l _ 811
SII " 2 P2 (-BII) (i + -- ) (R1 - R2BII)
2kll 831
(A20a)
1 B21 _ (A2Ob) i
S21 " k212-fm'l (I - --831) (RI+R2B21) Residue P2 at B21
A21
gn-,l
S31 = --7 P2 (-831) (RI-R2_31)
k31
OF FOr.P, GU_-',L';t7
(A20c)
¥21KI
S41 " 2 2 Residue P1 at 721
£21ko ab _m-i
(A20d)
Case II
÷ +
Fzom a I - c I - 0 we get that Q2 has zeroes at w - 811
+
From B1 - 0 we get that Q1 has no pole at w - -721
%
P2 (l-W/Bll) (l'w/S31)
, - (R 1 + R2w)Q1 " KIP1 Q2 w ÷ 821
and 631.
The equations that determine K I, RI.. and R 2 are:
P2 (-821) 821 821
2 " (i + -- )(I+-- ) (R 1 - R2821) - 1
k21 fm-i 811 831
(A2 la)
%
_ XlPl(lk o)
+ +
k2abo 821 ÷ ko
k k
- £) o
P2(+k )(i+ (i;--) (R 1 ÷ R2k o)
-- o 811 831 --
-0 (A21b,c)
The scattering matrix parameters Si2 are given by:
_2(-811 ) (I+ 81-1 )(RI-R2811)
fn-l 831
S12 " 2
kll 811 - 821
1 821 821 RI÷R2B21
S22 " 2 " (i - -- )(I - -- ) 2_21
k21 fm-I 811 831
(A22a)
(A22b)
S32
A22
A
gn=l P2(-B31 ) (i + 83-I ) (R1 - R2831)
811
2 _ 821)k31 (831
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(A22c)
_21 K1
S42 " 2 k2 ab . Residue P1 at _21
E21 o =_I
(A22d)
Case III
From a1+ - b 1+ - 0 we find that _2 has a zero at w - 811 and no
÷
pole at w - - 821 • From B 1 - 0 we get that Q1 has no pole at - _21"
Thus
% % w
Q1 = KIP1 " Q2 = P2 (I - --811 ) (R1 + R2w)
The equations that determine K I, R I, and R2 are:
gn=l ( 83z2 831 ) (1 - -- ) (R 1 + R2831) = 1
2 k31 811
(A23a)
KIP I (+ k ) % k
-- o + P2l+k ) (i _ o ) (R1 + R2ko )
k 2 ab -- o 811 --
o
= 0 ,
(A23b,c)
The scattering matrix parameters Si3
%
fn=l P2(-811)(R2811-RI )
S13 " 2
kll
are given by:
(A24a)
S23
A23
(I- ----") (RI+R2_21)
811
2 "
k21 fm=l
Residue P2 at B21
(A24b)
S33
gn=_!_l_2(__31)(i +_-_11) (RI-R2Bn)2
2k31
(A24C)
_21 Residue Pl at _21
_ _ g 1
_21 o
(A24d)
Case IV
From a 1 = b 1 = c 1 _ 0 we get that Q2 has zeroes at
w = 611 and 831 and no _ole _t w _ - 621- Thus
Q1
(KI+K2w) _ w w
Pl ' _'2 P2 (i- -"-- ) (i - -----) R1
= - , - : 811 631
w * 721
The constants K I, K 2, and R 1 are determined by:
- _21
2 k 2 ab "
_21 o _m=l
-- _I (+-'kO)(KI I K2k O)
÷
2
(721 _ ko)k ° ab
_i('_21) (K1 - K2_21)
- I
k
_ o
p2 (.ko) (i _ )
k
J O t
(i÷ _31 ) R 1 0
The scattering matrix parameters Si4 are given by:
(A25a)
(A25b,c)
S14
A24
_n=l _2(-Bn J (i + sl--!)R1
g31
2
kll
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(A26a)
R 1 621 821
S24 = 2 (i - -- )(I - -- ) Residue P2 at 821
k2l fm,,l Bll 83l
(A26b)
S I i
34
g.'-I _2(-1331 ) (1 + el1831)R 1
k31
(A26c)
X21(KI+K2X21 )
= --- . Residue P1 at y21 (A26d)
$44 2 k2 ab o _i2£21 o m=l
The scattering matrix parameters have been evaluated for
1 = 2.5 cm (12 ghz.) as a function of the inner wide radius "a"
O
and outer guide radius "b" over a range of values corresponding to
TEll mode propagation only in regions i and 3 and to TEll and
TMII mode propagation in the large guide (region 2). The accuracy
and correctness of the computational program was verified by checking
that the scattering matrix ks unitary for a lossless junction (power
conservation) i,e.
4 /r
[ Sij Sji
i-I
= 6
jk
Since the junction is reciprocal Sij Sji so only 10 Si3 parameters
need to be evaluated.
I
APPENDIX B
_PERTURE SCATTERING PARAMETERS
This Appendix summarizes the formulas used to compute the aperture
scattering coefficients F.. and the radiated field. The fo_ulas are
based on the solution given by Weinstein (Weinstein, 1969). After
suitable coordinate transformation, change in notation, and complex
conjugation (see Schilling; 1982, for detailed derivations).
The TEll mode reflection coefficient is given by
k (k +8)2b 2 2 (ko-8) 2
o o M 2 (Sb) [ Z
FII = 8 k2b 2 - 1 - I_X2 4 ko8
c
] (BI)
where 8 is the propagation constant and k is the cutoff wave number.
c
The TMII mode reflection coefficient is given by
k 2 (ko+y)
__o L 2 (Tb) [ _ +
F22 = y - 2
I-X 4 koY
] (B2)
where _ is the propagation constant. The TEll to TMll mode coupling
coefficient is given by
k (k +6" b X
__ 0 .... o
F12 = (8_)1/2 (k262_l)l/2 M. (Sb)L. (Sb) I-X2
c
The function X is giwen by
(B3)
L (k b)
-- o _ (B4)
2k b M (k b)
o _ o
The functions L and M are given in terms of integrals which were
evaluated numerically (see Schilling, 1982, fo_ details).
BI k
• .°,.
B2 OF p_,.O O";_.L'TY
_+j q
'I
L (6b) - exp _ -_1-jll
£n[-_j Jl(b /k2 - (2) 2o Hl(b /k2o - 62 )1
d_ (SS)
®÷j n
t 21
1 [ £n[-_j Jl (b _k2-(2) H 1 (b /k2-_ 2 )lM (6b) = exp 2-_ _ ÷ S o a_ (B6)
+ + -jSz
Let the incident TEll mode transverse field be d I e21 e while the
incident TMII mode transverse field is D; _21 e-JYz with the modal
functions as defined in Appendix A. The radiated electric field is
then given by
[iE IE I[d '-jk°rE8 = sin_ 0 E0 ,TE E@ ,TM e (B7)
where
2k Z I/2 k k b k b
o o c 0 c
Ed,TE = J ( _---_---) k -8
o (k_b2-1) I/2
M (6b) Jl (kob sin8)
L (kob cosO) kob sin@
_I__
2
I-X
(B8a)
E_,TE = J ( w 8
2kZ kb
o o 1/2 c)
(k2b2_ 1)1/2
c
k
c
k-8
o
M (db)
M (kob cosd)
2
×I-L-- _
2
I-×
(k -8) (I+ cosd)
o
2 (8-k cos@)
o
|
Jl (kob sinS)
]
1 + cos8
(B8b)
B3
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E0,TM = j (
2k Z L (_b) 2
o o )1/2
y L..(kob cos0) [ _I_x2
+
(k +_) (]- cos8)
O
2ty-k cosg)
O
kb
O
J (k b sin0)
1 o
k b sin0
O
(B8c)
2k Z L (yb)
o o ) i/2 _._ -
y I_X 2 M_ (kob cos@)
i
Jl (kob sinO)
i + cos 8
(BSa)
"Fg_. _" _ _ _ . r. ,
tk_ ?_C_ %_ _
APPENDIX C
RADIATION FROM A CIRC_R WAVEGUIDE (APPROXIMATE THEORY)
Radiation from a circular waveguide aperture may be computed
from a knowledge of the tangential electric field o_ tangential magnetic
field on the z = 0 aperture plane. In practice the aperture field is
assumed to be that of the incident mode (or modes) in the circular guide
opening and zero outside this region. One then finds that the resultant
radiation pattern is somewhat dependent on whether only the aperture
electric field, or aperture magnetic field, or both are used in the
formulation.
Aperture Plane
Figure Cl - Radiation from a Circular Waveg_ide
In terms of the aperture tangential electric field the radiated field
is given by
._ Jk0 -Jkor ._ ._
E = 2_--_ e [as(fxCOS_ + f sin_) + a cose(f cos_ - f sin_)]Y ¢ y x
(Cla)
where f
t is the Fourier transform of the aperture electric field. In
terms of the aperture tangential magnetic field the radiated field is
given by
Cl
C 2
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Jk 0 -Jkor
E - -- •
2_r Zo [_ecose(gyc°a¢ - gxSln¢) - ao(gySin¢ + gxCOS%)] (Clb)
where gt is the Fourier transform of the aperture nagnetic field. If both
the aperture electric and magnetic fields are used the rad/ated field is
the average of that given by (Cla) and (Clb).
Let • be the tangential electric field of an incidentwsv_jnide
node. Then the corresponding tangential magnate field £s given by
h u T • x aW E
where Y is the mode admittance. If we assune negligible reflection at
W
the guide-free space junction and negligible higher mode excitation and
no fringing fields then
_ JkxX+Jkyy_t = e(x,y)e dxdy
S
a
f _ jkXX+jkyy
gt " J hlx, y)e dxdy
S
a
= _w _ x ft (c2)Z
Thus gx = " Yw fy and gy - Yw fx a_d the average of (Cla) and (Clb)
b_.CO_eS
÷ _k0 "Jkor
-- y cosO)(fxCOS _ + f sin¢_E - 4wr • [afl(l + Zo w y
+ _¢(cose + ZoYw) (fyCOS¢ - fxSin¢) ] (C3)
C3
In the radiation zone k - k sinScos% and k - k sinSsin_.
x o y o
Radiation from TEll Mod____ee
In a guide of radius b
of the TEll mode is
the normalized tangential elec_ic field
k Z a x V t Jl(kcr)cos_ _C4)
• - ( )1/2 z
[ _" (k_2"l)c ]1/2 Jl(kcb )
By using only the electric field An the aperture At is found that the
radiated field ks given by
-jk r
Jkoe ° ko_ 112 .2 ]-112 k2E - 2_r ( ) [ _ (k b2-1) (2. b)
c
t
Jl(kobsinS) + Jl (kobsinS)
x [a@ sin_ + a_cos@ cos_ ] (C5)
k2k bsinS) k2-k2sin28
C O C O
The relations (Ci),(C2), and (C3) may be used to find the radiated field
in terms of the aperture tangential magnetic field or An terms of both
e and h .
In this case ZoYw " 8/ko
Radiation From TMII Mod__.._e
The normalized electric field of a TMII mode is
27 1/2 Vt Jl(£ r)sin%
e - ( _ z ) c 1c6)
o £ b Jl(£ b)c c
C4
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In terms of this field alone the radiated electric field is given by
-jk r
. _ o 2_ Z 2_k sine Jl(kobSine)
. ]k _r ( _ko_ )1/2 _e "k2°sin2e 62 (C7)
o - c
Note that E_ = 0 and that E = 0 on the z axis. For the TMI 1 mode
ZoY w - o/y where Y is the propagation constant.
Co-polarlzedand CroSs-polar£zed Radlatlon Patterns
If both the aperture electric and magnetic fields are used to
the radiation field then from the TEll mode (apart from irrelevant
constants) the radiated field is given by
E e - q1(8) sine (C8a)
E_ - q2(e) cos¢ (CSb)
where
k O 1 (kobsine)
ql " ( _ )1/2 b
(k2b2_l)i/2 (I + _o cose) kobsin @
C
ok 1/2 b B Ol (kobSln0)
q2 " ( _ ) 1/2 ( _- + cose) -
(k2b2-1) o 1- _22 .ln2e
kc
#
b " 1.841, 82 = k2 - k 231(kcb) " 0 , kc O C
Let nI - aesin¢ + a cos_ be a unt£ co-polarized vector and
-h -h -_
n 2 = accost - a@stn_ is then a unit cross-polarized vector. The co-
! polarized radiation is given by
C5
÷ ql+q2 ql'q2
E'nl " 2 2 cos2#
OF POOR QUALITY
(Cga)
while the cross-polarized field is given by
. ql-q2
E'n2 = 2 sin2_
(Cgb)
3w
and is a maximum in the # - ./4 or _- plane. The principal E-plane
pattern is given by ql(e) and the principal H-plane pattern is given
by q2(e). The principal plane patterns and czoss-polarlsedpat_arns
are shown in Fig's C2-C7 for A = 2.5 cm. (12 ghz.) and different
" O
%
values of b.
The radiation pattern for the TMII mode, as computed using both the
aperture tangential electric and magnetic fields, is given by
EB " -q3 (8)sin_ (ClO)
where
k
q3 " ( _ )1/2 (1 + o cose)
O
kosin8 Jl (kobsina)
_2 _ k 2 sin2e
c 0
and Jl(gcb) = 0, £ b - 3.832, and 2 . k 2 _ £2 .
C O C
The radiation pattern
is shown in Fig. C8.
If the patterns are computed using only the electric fleld in the
aperture then the radiation fields for the TEl1 mode are:
Ee = pl(e)sin _ (ella)
where
E¢ = P2(8)c°s_c°s8 (Cllb)
+The patterns shown in this Appendix were computed by Georg Karawas.
C6
(i +
B
_-- cosS)Pl = 2ql
O
( k8---+ cose)P2 ,_ 2q2
O
The E- and H-plane principal patterns are given by Pl and P2cos6
respectively and the cross-polarized pattern in the @ m _/4 plane
is given by (pl-P2COSS)/2. These patterns are shown in Figs. C2-C7 also.
The combined pattern from a TEll mode and a TMII mode of relat/we
amplitude a is given by (both tangential electric and magnetlc aperture
fields are used in the computation)
Co-polarized pattern
* ql+q2-sq3 ql-q2-uq3 (C12)
E'nl = 2 2 cos2_
Cross-polarize@ pattern
+ ql-g2-ag3 (C13)
E'n2 = 2 sin2_
Representative patterns are shown in Figs. C9-C14.
If only the aperture electric field is used then the cross-polarized
pattern is given by
* PI'P2C°Se'sP3 (C14)
E'n2 = 2
This pattern is shown in Figs. C15-C17 for various values of a and b .
In (C14) (y + k cosS)P3 - 27q 3 %o
C7
Discussion of Results
The patterns for single mode radiation shown in Fig's. C2-C7 show
considerable differences between the two methods of evaluation (using
aperture electric field only or using both the aperture electric and
magnetic fields) for small values of b. This is due to the strong influ-
ence of the cos@ factor as 8 approaches 90 °. For the larger values of
b (Fig's. C6 and C7) both methods give nearly the same results. For
single mode radiation the cross-polarized radiation is high, typically
between -20dB to -30dB. An exception is the case for b - 0.9 cm. where
the cross-polarized pattern (ql-q2)/2 is at or below -40dB for most values
of 8 when the fields are computed using both the electric and magnetic
fields in the aperture. However, in this case the waveguide is near cut-
off and the principal plane patterns are very broad so this is not normally
a useful feed for paraboloids with angular apertures of half-angular
openings of 75 ° or less.
The TMII mode radiation pattern in Fig. C8 shows little variation with
the guide radius for b in the range 1.6 cm. to 2 cm. The on-axis field
is zero.
The co-polarized and cross-polarized radiation patterns for combined
TEll and TMII mode radiation are shown in Figs. C9-C14. These patterns
are computed using both the electric and magnetic aperture fields. The
TMII mode amplitude is _ while that of the TEll mode is _tnity. A
value of s around -0.4 gives very low cross-polarized radiation (-40dB
for b = 1.6 cm. and below -50dB for b = 2 cm.).
C8
Figures C15-17 show the cross-polarized patterns computed by using
only the aperture electric field. Based on this theory the cross-
polarized radiation level is generally higher and _ = -.4 is not the
best e value to use for all values of the guide radius b.
When the results of this approximate evaluation of the radiation
patterns and the cross-polarization is compared with the exact results
given in Chapter 2 it is seen that there is considerable error in the
cross-polarization patterns. The reflection of the TEll and TMllmOdes
at the aperture could be taken into account and the formulas to use in
thls case are given b 7 Silver (Silver, 1949). However, the reflection
coefficients are known only after solving the problem exactly, in which
case the exact radiation patterns are then also known.
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